A shared kappa reciprocal fragment and a high frequency of secondary Jk5 rearrangements among influenza hemagglutinin specific B cell hybridomas.
Ig kappa-chain gene rearrangement results in the displacement or loss of the DNA immediately 5' of Jk. This retained DNA is found on a different size fragment than in the germline (a reciprocal fragment), and contains the reciprocal joint of rearranged Vk and Jk genes, the back-to-back fusion of the heptamer/nonamer recombination signals. B cells of independent origin rarely have reciprocal fragments of the same size. However, we report that 9 of 15 B cell hybridomas of independent origin have reciprocal fragments of the same size (8-kb BamHI fragments) unrelated to their productive rearrangements. An 8-kb reciprocal fragment has also occurred on about 25% of the kappa alleles of normal splenic B cells. We find that the reciprocal fragments in two of these hybridomas contain the reciprocal joints of Jk1 genes and different Vk8 genes. In addition, we find that at least 8 of the 12 Jk4 or Jk5 expressing hybridomas have undergone double recombinations on their productive kappa alleles. The implications of these findings on the high frequency of 8-kb reciprocal rearrangements and on Vk rearrangement are discussed.